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Chaotic systems are dynamically random
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Abstract

The idea is put forward that the significant route to chaos is
driven by recursive iterations of suitable evolution functions. The
corresponding formal notion of randomness is not based on dynamic
complexity rather than on static complexity.
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Our perception of formal notions of randomness [1,2,3,4,5] as well as
physical stochasticity (randomness involving a time parameter) [6,7] has
increased significantly over the past decade. It is possible to define ran-
domness via modern mathematical techniques from complexity theory, pro-
viding powerful links to the newborn field of physical algorithm theory
[8.9,10,11,12,13,14.5]. This Communication deals with a brief introduction
of some major concepts and results concerning the algorithmic route to
chaos.

The starting point of all further considerations is the seemingly philo-
sophical question whether nature is understandable by human reasoning.
As it turns out, there exists a precise formal translation of this question:
can a physical system be represented by recursive algorithms (implemented
on a generic computational device such as a Turing machine) ? The com-
mitment to an answer has far-reaching consequences:

(i) Xonrecursivity (answer "no") allows physical systems to be "more
complex" (I shall define complexity below) and "powerful" than any (princi-
pally) perceivable automaton. Attempts to rationally understand or math-
ematically represent physical systems would be limited at least to a prob-
abilistic extent. With this assumption it can be shown that in principle it
is possible to solve all (formally provable) unsolvable mathematical prob-
lems (such as the halting problem) by properly utilizing the performance
of nonrecursive physical systems [15].

(ii) The assumption of a recursive description (answer "yes") would es-
sentially eliminate any (space-time or other) continuum, since this can be
generated by nonrecursive means only (almost no real number can be gen-
erated by recursive functions). It is in this very subtle sense that quantum
theory (while a probabilistic formalism) with its underlying discrete phase
space structure (in the action-angle representation quantum phase space
is invariant under canonical coordinate transformation and denumerable)
does not reproduce the stochastic type of behavior known from continuum
theory [16,17,18].

I shall introduce the concept of algorithmic complexity as a new and
powerful criterion to characterize a physical evolution; or more precisely the
mathematical representation of a physical system. Complexity is a measure
for the computational resources necessary to perform a calculation [19]; cor-
responding to a system evolution. One can grossly group it into static and



dynamic complexity: (i) static complexity measures the (minimal) require-
ments on program length CL and loop depth; (ii) dynamic complexity mea-
sures the (minimal) time Cx and storage capacity to perform a calculation.
Whereas static complexity is a number, dynamic complexity measures are
functions which can be grouped into classes (Nondeterministic Polynomial,
Deterministic Polynomial etc. [19]).

Today's attempts to define randomness are based on program length
and hence static complexity: if for a given sequence of digits L .-s not pos-
sible to describe them by "compressing" them, then this sequence is called
random. More precisely, if a computer program of minimal program length
CL{X) outputting a sequence x(n) = Xi,---,xn is of the same order of
length than the sequence (this boils down to mere enumeration), that is
lirrin^oc Ci(ar(r!))/n > 0. then x = limn^oo x(n) is called a static random
sequence. It can be proven that static randomness is equivalent to random-
ness defined via statistical tests (essentially requireing that the sequence
passes all statistical tests of randomness) [3J.

However, it turns out that randomness defined via dynamical complex-
ity measures is better suited for physical applications than static concepts
of randomness. The reason for this is the fact that there exist routes to
physical rhaos with deterministic and recursive algorithms. On the con-
trary, static randomness cannot be achieved by recursive resources. In this
context, one often considers evolution functions which are, heuristically
speaking, "pumping random sequences out of a reservoir (a continuum) of
random numbers" [9]: consider for instance the discrete logistic equation
xn+i = Qxn(l — xn), which for a = 4 and xn — sin7irXn, defines a map of
the unit interval onto itself / : Xn —» Ar

n+1 = 2Xn (mod 1), where (mod
1) means that one has to drop the integer part of 2Xn. This equation has
the formal solution Xn = 2"A'o (mod 1). Notice that if the starting value
A'o is in a binary representation, then / is just a left-shift succeded by a
left truncation. By assuming that A'o is a random number one obtains a
random map / of the unit interval onto itself. If a physical system can
be modelled after / (and universality implies that many nonlinear ones
are equivalent to / if the tuning parameter is suitably choosen), then it is
stochastic. This is one of the perceptions of the algorithmic route to chaos.

Our major critique of this type of emergence of chaos is that it has to
be assumed and is by no means obvious (quantum theory outrightly rejects



this point) that (i) (the classical continuum assumption is correct and)
physical systems "benefit from a fortune of random reals", and (ii) these
random sequences can be manipulated properly.

The alternative algorithmic route to chaos is via dynamic complex-
ity. This neither requires a pool of random numbers (such as a contin-
uum), nor nonrecursive evolution functions. I shall give a brief pverview
of this approach in the remainder of this Communication. Thereby I shall
concentrate on time complexity and define a dynamical random sequence
x(n) = i j , •-•,!„ by the requirement that for every program the number
of computing steps CT(X) for calculating an arbitrary n-th position xn [20]
is of the order of or greater then n: that is limn_0O-C:/-(:r(rt))/n > 0.

Unlike static randomness, dynamic randomness is a hierarchical con-
cept. Not only follows an ordering of chaotic systems with respect to com-
plexity classes, but to every upper bound on Cj- there exist "more chaotic"
evolutions with even higher complexity measures. Static randomness im-
plies dynamic randomness, since an enumeration takes at least as many
computing steps as the length of the enumerated sequence: the reverse is
not true: [while all periodic sequences are not dynamically random, since
for n >̂ 1, CY(z(n)) ex log(n)] n, e or arbitrary roots of the form a* with
irrational solutions may be dynamic random, but they are certainly not
static random (the program to calcujate TT or e to arbitrary precision has
constant, finite length). Static randomness as well as dynamic randomness
are undccidable, since the problem to find the shortest and fastest algo-
rithm is intractable. This problem reflects the fact that one can never be
sure whether one has taken into account "all" possible laws [21] (this is true
even for finite sequences corresponding to finite precision experiments). I
shall henceforth use randomness in the sense of dynamic randomness (if
not stated otherwise).

Many nonlinear systems behave generically: there exist "tuning parame-
ters" which determine the periodicity or stochasticity of the state evolution.
The logistic equation zn+i = F(xn) = a s n ( l — i n ) introduced above has
five regimes in the interval a € [0, oo):

(i) for a £ [0, a j there exists one stable fixed point x\ = F(x"l) and a
system converges and remains at x'^ after every computing step (equivalent
with one iteration of F);

(ii) for a 6 (ciija^) there is a hierarchical succession of fixed point



instabilities accompanied by bifurcations at a^: if an Ar'th order fixed
point x"N is defined by its recurrence after N computing steps (and not
before), that is after Ar iterations of F,

A' limes

then z^. characterizes a periodic evolution in state space (for the logistic
equation, a^ ss 3.00 and aM ss 3.57 [22]);

(Hi) for a € [0^,4) aperiodicity sets in and the system exhibits a very
subtle fine-structure;

(iv) for a = 4 the system is chaotic. From all starting points x0 G (0. 1)
the iterates are ergodic (here ergodic means "comes arbitrarily close to
every recursively generated point in [0, 1.]);

(v) for a £ (4, oc) all starting points x0 € (0,1) diverge.
If one tries to answer the question whether or not the system is random

for a £ [aK,4], two difficulties arise: Aperiodicity is a necessary but no suf-
ficient condition for randomness. Consider for instance a sequence which
is obtained from a periodic sequence by n times repeating each digit in the
n'th period, e.g. 01 —> 010011000111 • • •. Such a sequence is aperiodic but
not random, since for large n its time complexity is of the order of log(n).
Moreover, since the problem to find the fastest algorithm to generate suc-
cessive iterates in the regimes (Hi) and (iv) is intractable, one is forced to
hypothesize. The hypothesis made here is that n successive iterations of
F are of the order of the number of computing steps the fastest algorithm
would take to calculate xn. With this assumption, Cj[x[n)) = O{n) and
it is evident that the number x = limn_oo xn is (dynamically) random with
probability one. This is very similar to the assumption that Euler's con-
stant or x might be random (according to the hypothesis that there exists
no algorithm which is orders of magnitude faster than the ones presently
known). These considerations justify the perception of generation of chaos
in deterministic (recursive) systems.. Chaos is characterized by dynamically
defined randomness rather than via static complexity.

Since the global structure of an attractor is independent of the recur-
sivity or even finiteness of its constituents (whether they be elements of a
continuum or of a denumerable set; one may think of a continuous attractor



as the closure of a recursively defined one), one may conjecture that cen-
tral results from static complexity theory can be generalized; in particular
the relationship of the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy h^ of a trajectory x, its
normalized time complexity and its positive Ljapunov exponents A+

h,{x) = lim = ^ A+ .
71 A + >0

So far only infinite systems have been considered, because even the re-
striction to recursive functions generally requires automata with infinite
internal storage (tape) capacity and infinite time resources. For finite com-
putational resources (that is all complexity measures C < oc), one obtains
bounds on the definition of random sequences: these can be random only
up to a finite digit x^ with ht < 0(Cmax). For physical systems, 71/ may
be beyond the scope of any operationally realizable number [23,24] (some
estimates [5] find O(Cmax) — 1048 bits per m3). It has to be concluded that
presently the question whether physical systems evolve by finite, recursive
or nonrecursive means, is undecidable and a question of taste. Its answer
remains a challenge to future research.

I gratefully acknowledge stimulating discussions with M. Baaz, N. Brun-
ner and A. Leitsch.
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